Fulton and Douglas County...

I-20 Resurfacing Project to Require Overnight Ramp Closures

WHAT:
Weather permitting; Georgia DOT contractors will close the I-20 eastbound entrance ramp at SR 6/Thornton Road southbound and the I-20 eastbound entrance and exit ramps at SR 139/Martin Luther King Jr. Drive. The closures will allow contractors to resurface the ramps.

The I-20 eastbound entrance ramp from SR 6/Thornton Road southbound will close Friday night and will reopen Saturday morning.

The I-20 eastbound entrance and exit ramp at SR 139/Martin Luther King Jr. Drive will close Saturday night and will reopen Sunday morning.

WHEN:
The I-20 eastbound entrance ramp from SR 6/Thornton Road will close from 9 p.m., Friday, July 15 until 5 a.m., Saturday, July 16

The I-20 eastbound entrance and exit ramp at SR 139/Martin Luther King Jr. Drive will close from 9 p.m., Saturday, July 16, until 5 a.m., Sunday, July 17.

WHERE:
The I-20 eastbound entrance ramp from SR 6/Thornton Road southbound

The I-20 eastbound entrance and exit ramps at SR 139/Martin Luther King Jr. Drive

DETOUR:
Traffic traveling on SR 6/Thornton Road southbound to I-20 eastbound will make a U-Turn and enter the SR 6/Thornton Road northbound entrance to I-20 eastbound.
Traffic exiting off I-20 eastbound to SR 139/Martin Luther King Jr. Drive will exit at Joseph E. Lowry Boulevard; turn right on Lowry Boulevard; turn right on SR 139/Ralph David Abernathy Boulevard; then return to SR 139/Martin Luther King Jr. Drive.

Traffic entering I-20 eastbound from SR 139/Martin Luther King Jr. Drive will need to detour to SR 139/Ralph David Abernathy Boulevard; turn left; continue to Langhorn Street; turn left and enter I-20 eastbound on the Sells Avenue entrance ramp.

ADVISORY:
Detour signs will be in place to help direct traffic. Motorists are cautioned to reduce their speed while traveling through work zones, pay attention and watch for workers. Before heading out, get real-time information on work status and traffic conditions. Call 511, visit 511ga.org, or download the Georgia 511 app.